MERIDIAN PRIMARY SCHOOL
ARRIVAL & DISMISSAL ARRANGEMENT FOR ALL PUPILS
P1 Parents are to orientate their child during the first 3 days of school regarding the dismissal
arrangement of their choice. After the first 3 days, all caregivers are not allowed to be within the
school premises unless there are valid reasons. We have gates that are colour coded. There
are several arrival and dismissal possibilities:
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Arrival and dismissal possibilities

Personnel i/c before
Personnel i/c after
school
school
Red gate (nearest to block 768 which is Mr Tan/ OSOs
Mr Tan/ OSOs
just beside the recycling corner
Orange gate (nearest to block 763)
Teacher
Mr Tan/ OSOs
Yellow gate
Teacher
Mr Tan/ OSOs
Blue gate
Security guard
Security guard
Traffic light at the junction
Teacher
Mr Tan/ OSOs
School bus (outside the general office)
After school care (Happy Meridian)
@ the school canteen
After school care (private arrangement)

Do refer to the pictures below to have a view of the two dismissal gates.
Meridian Primary School Gates
Orange Gate

Facing Blk 763

Red Gate
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Teachers on duty

Facing Blk 768

Yellow Gate

Blue Gate
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Once parents have communicated to their child regarding the dismissal arrangement, they
have to inform their child's form teacher of their choice. Parents may accompany their child to
the respective gates or waiting areas during dismissal time on the 1st 3 days of school. Explain
to your child your expectations eg sit down and wait should parent be late, not to run around
etc. It is unwise to change the dismissal arrangement, as this will confuse your child and cause
undue stress.
Parents will not be able to drive into the school to pick up their child. Do note that no child will
be allowed to leave the school's premise before dismissal bell. We have to communicate to all
children the importance of personal safety.
Any family who wishes their child to leave the school premise before dismissal time have to first
report to the general office to make the specific request (only family members). The name and
class of the child as well as the reason for early dismissal have to be recorded so the child is
accounted for before he/she leaves the school.
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